
Our Five-Year Program 
Our integrated development model pairs start-up capital with extensive 
training resources to enable villagers to achieve much better incomes, and 
with that, the ability to send children to school, improve their diets, and start 
small businesses. 

We partner with the community. Africa Bridge listens to vulnerable children, their caregivers, village leaders, and 
local government to fully understand the greatest needs and then develops actionable plans. Our program is rooted 
in local values, built on what the children and communities desire, and implemented by villagers with our guidance.

We build economic independence. Africa Bridge helps vulnerable children’s guardians establish income-  
generating farm co-ops. We provide the seed capital, implement operating procedures, and deliver ongoing   
training and business management.

We transform villages. Africa Bridge organizes volunteer villagers into Most Vulnerable Children Committees   
(MVCCs), which aid those most in need and manage agricultural co-op membership. We train committee   
members in social services, life skills, and organizational management, as well as support education and   
healthcare access.
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Who We Are 
People in rural Tanzanian villages are among the poorest in the world, with many families subsisting on basic 
farming, and often eating only one meal per day. Africa Bridge is a nonprofit, rural economic development 
organization dedicated to improving the lives of the most vulnerable children and their caregivers in these villages. 
Our work helps guardian families help themselves to escape crushing poverty and offers them and the vulnerable 
children they care for a chance to achieve their dreams.

Where We Work
We change lives in remote Tanzanian villages in the southwest highlands. 
People there live on less than one dollar a day, have an average life 
expectancy of less than 50 years, and experience high rates of HIV/AIDS 
due to lack of knowledge and poor medical care. The villages and farms 
are widely scattered, roads are unpaved and often impassable in the wet 
seasons, and electricity and piped water are rare. Many vulnerable children 
live with elderly grandparents or extended family, stretching already 
distressed incomes even further. 

We empower Tanzanian families to protect, support, and care for 
vulnerable children by helping villages implement sustainable 
social service and economic solutions.

Africa Bridge has worked in 37 Tanzanian villages, improving the lives of more 
than 8,500 vulnerable children, plus their guardian families.

We know we are successful when: 
• Children go to school, are healthier, and are well sheltered.
• Families have sustainable income and go from eating one to three  
 meals per day.
• Families go from sleeping on mats on the dirt floor to sleeping on  
 beds or mattresses.
• Co-op profits enable new members to join and expand revenue- 
 generating activities, increasing opportunities for all.


